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VETERAN'S DAY
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Black Nativity at

"The Carolina
Theatre" Dec. 2-5

O.D.B. dies in a
Manhattan
Recording Studio

By

Stancheka Boone

Contributor

Aggie

basketball drops
three in a row in
NBAC

The realities of war and
death sank in as students
and veterans took time to
reflect at A&T's annual
Veteran's Day Ceremony on
Thursday, November 11.
The ceremony, hosted by
A&T's Army and Air Force
ROTC programs, is held
annually to honor those
Aggies who lost their lives
defending our nation.
Although brief, the program was full of meaning.
It was directed by the ROTC
cadets and began with an
invocation. There was an
introduction of speakers and
then remarks by two Army
officers. Following their
remarks, cadets conducted
the wreath laying and Taps
was played in the background. Taps is a military
bugle call that is usually
played at funerals, wreathlayings, and memorial services.
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(Top) Veterans and cadets salute during the A&T Veteran's Day program in front of the Veteran's Memorial on campus. Below, Army
cadets stand at attention.

See Veteran's Day on Page 2

Students short on
fall Flex Dollars
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Lieutenant Colonel
Burnett, Army Professor of
Military Science, said that

those involved in wars
showed selfless service and
dedication. They are "men
of great courage who put
the welfare of the country
above their own."
Retired Army Sergeant
First Class Avery Fleming,
ROTC Administrative technician, said that even
though we do not pay that
much attention to Veterans
as civilians, their sacrifices
allow us to go on with our
daily routine.
"They are a part of the
pavement for our future,"
Fleming said.
Because there are current
A&T students who are
already Veterans or have
lost their lives to war at such
a young age, the ceremony
had an even more solemn
feel. The moment of silence
was especially dedicated to
Specialists Mark A. Bibby
and Lunsford Brown. They
were Aggies who recently
lost their lives in Operation
Iraqi Freedom. Army Cadet
Lieutenant Colonel Melissa

Chad Roberts
Editor-in-Chief
Four months into the fall
2004 semester, many students are still coping with a
confusing shortage of Aggie
Flex Dollars and are working to have the issue
resolved in time for the
spring semester.
Last February, junior
Dominique Tillman signed a
contract for Auxiliary
Services' Meal Plan B, which
appeared to guarantee him
14 meals per week in the
university cafeteria and $200
Aggie Flex Dollars.
"That's what I signed,
but that's not what I got,"
Tillman said. He said when

he used his Aggie One Card
early in the fall semester his
account was less than what
his signed contract was for.
Tillman was not alone.
Many students who signed
up for plan A or B, mainly
underclassmen, were confused about the change in
Flex Dollars. Meal Plan A
was to give students 19
meals each week and $50
Aggie Flex Dollars
The contracts for meal
plans and housing were on
the same sheet of paper. The
older contracts, which gave
students $100 and $200 Flex
Dollars respectively, were
signed by students such as
Tillman in February. The
newer contracts, which

reduced the amount of Flex
Dollars to $50 and $125
respectively, were signed
later in the year primarily
by underclassmen.
"The freshmen signed
the contract, and then the
contract was changed in the
middle part of the year,"
one student said
A copy of the later contract shows an uneven list of
meal plan options in a different typeface than the rest
of the document. Tillman
said Auxiliary Services used
a regular mailing label to
cover the original meal plan
options

Apparently, Auxiliary
see flex dollars page 2

University
expansion pushing
residents out
By

Shevaun J. Lassiter
Senior Writer

Residents of University
Garden Apartments are
being asked to relocate by
the state of North Carolina,
and among them are two
North Carolina A&T students.
University Garden
Apartments, located on
North Benbow Road
between Webb Hall and the
new Scott Hall dormitories,
were bought in Sept. 2004
by the state of North
Carolina. Previously valued
at $219, 800, the state
bought it for $600, 000 from
Michael Linnane, University
Garden Apartments proper-.

ty owner.
Matthew Mann, junior
accounting major, and
Alfred Spurlock, senior
accounting major, noticed
the apartments their freshmen year at A&T.
Tired of living in college
dormitories, the two decided to live there during their
sophomore and junior years
Mann and Spurlock
signed a residential rental
contract with Linnane on
July 10, 2003 for a 9-months
lease.
The contract allowed the
two students to move in and
begin paying rent, $585 per
month, on Aug. 1, 2003. The

See Expansion on Page 2

SJpwc
Bush nominates
Rice for new post
Warren P. Strobel
Knight Ridder Newspapers
WASHINGTON
Condoleezza Rice, President
Bush's mentor in foreignpolicy matters and his
choice as a new secretary of
state, is far closer to Bush in
her worldview than the
departing Colin Powell was
Rice, whom Bush nominated Tuesday, would
become the first black
woman to be secretary of
state if the Senate confirms
her appointment.
Many observers saw her
nomination as a move by
the president to tighten his
control over the national
security apparatus, which
during his first term saw
titanic policy battles
between the State
Department and the CIA on
one hand, and the Pentagon
and Vice President Dick
Cheney's office on the other.
Rice, 50, an accomplished
classical pianist and child of
segregated Alabama, does
not approach Powell's
stratospheric approval ratings at home and abroad.
But she unquestionably
speaks for the president,
Some foreign leaders had
come to doubt the moderate
Powell's influence in Bush's
hawkish White House.
During an appearance
Tuesday in the Roosevelt
Room, Bush also announced
that Rice's deputy, Stephen
Hadley, would replace her
as national security adviser.
Hadley, a Yale Law School
graduate and studious
behind-the-scenes player, is
close to the neoconservatives in Cheney's office and
the Defense Department,
who favor an activist foreign policy backed by military force.
The president said Rice
"will take office at a critical
time for our country." He
cited the war on terrorism,
the push for democratic
reforms in the Middle East
and new hopes of progress
in the Arab-Israeli conflict
after the death of Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat.
Rice, who began her
career as a specialist on the
Soviet Union and arms control, also will have the lead
in trying to stabilize Iraq;
tackling Iran's and North
Korea's seemingly unstoppable nuclear ambitions;
repairing strained relations
with much of Europe; and
By

-

disputes are never settled.
U.S. policy toward Iran was
paralyzed by interagency
battling over whether to
engage or isolate Tehran,
and Bush is completing his
first term without a formal
policy on Iran.
Rice and Hadley were
warned repeatedly about
threats from al-Qaida in the
spring and summer of 2001,
but took insufficient action,
according to the report by
the bipartisan 9/11
Commission. Bush's top
aides didn't have a formal
meeting on the al-Qaida
threat until Sept. 10, 2001
Hadley told the panel that
before Sept. 11 he and Rice
didn't think it was their
responsibility to coordinate
domestic agencies such as
the FBI and the
Transportation Department,
"I think she gets a mixed
grade," said David
Rothkopf, a scholar at the
Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace who is
writing a book on the
National Security Council,
for which he interviewed
Rice,

"She certainly gets high
marks for staffing the president," he said. "I think she
gets less good marks for
running the bureaucracy, for
running a process that gave
the president good choices."
Yet Rothkopf said Bush
must take the ultimate
blame for the infighting
among his first-term national security team.
"The president did not
choose to stand up to Dick
Cheney and (Defense
Secretary Donald H.)
Rumsfeld, nor did he choose
to empower Condi Rice" to
do so, he said. The former
Rice aide seconded that
view.

But, Rothkopf warned, the
ascension of Rice and the

departure of Powell's independent voice "can lead to

turning the national security
process, which should be
debating alternatives, into
an echo chamber."
Many of Powell's top aides
are expected to leave with
him, and important clues to
Rice's plans could emerge in
whom she taps for top slots.
One frequently mentioned
candidate for deputy secretary is John Bolton, the
hawkish State Department
nonproliferation czar, who
is also close to the hawks in
the Pentagon and Cheney's
handling an increasingly
office.
confident and powerful
Rice takes over a Cabinet
China
department with almost
While she has espoused an 20,000 employees worldassertive view of the U.S.
wide, oversight of a $31.5
role in the world, strongly
billion foreign-affairs budgbacked the war on terrorism et and
diplomatic posts
and shared Bush's passion
around the globe,
for democratizing the
Rice, who with Bush went
Middle East, surprisingly
out of her way to praise
little is known of her views
Powell on Tuesday, also
on specific regions and poliextended a rhetorical hand
cies.
to the department's career
"I always found her to be a staff, who almost unanibit of a Cheshire cat, very
mously adored the departformal, very discreet," said
ing secretary and are wary
one of her former staffers,
about what comes next.
who spoke on condition of
"I look forward to working
anonymity. Rice is "very
with the great people of the
bright and quick at picking
Foreign Service and the civil
up stuff," he added. "When
service, and one of my highyou brief her, she gets it
est priorities as secretary
right away."
will be to ensure that they
Rice appears to face no
have all the tools necessary
hurdle to her confirmation.
to carry American diplomaSen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind.,
cy forward in the 21st centuthe chairman of the Senate
ry," she said.
Foreign Relations
Later Tuesday, the wave of
Committee, hopes to schedpersonnel departures conule a confirmation hearing
tinued as Air Force
in early December,
Secretary James G. Roche
spokesman Andy Fisher
submitted his resignation.
said. The full Senate is
Roche plans to leave by
unlikely to vote on her nom20 or sooner if the
Jan.
ination until early January.
Senate confirms his succesBur Rice's four-year tenure sor before then, the departat the National Security
ment said.
Council has received mixed
reviews.

Senior administration officials and well-connected
outsiders have complained
about a chaotic foreign policy-making process in which

Expansion
Continued from page 1
contract expired on May 30,
making them month-to month tenants.
According to Sue Mabe, a
secretary at LambethOsborne Realty,
Incorporated, when Linnane
relocated outside of
Greensboro in 2004,
Lambeth-Osborne Realty
Inc. became the property
managers under Linnane.
As property managers, the
realty company collected
rent from University Garden
residents for Linnane.
At the beginning of the
2004-2005 school year, Mann
and Spurlock received a
series of letters.
The first letter, dated Sept.
27, 2004, was from Doug
Osborne of LambethOsborne Realty Inc. It notified all University Garden
residents that, "In the future
you will direct all rent
money and inquiries to;
"James Griffin," whose
address was at A&T.
The new address of the
rent collector indicated to
residents that the property
was now under North
Carolina A&T State
University. Rent was
expected, as always, at the
first of the month but it
would be sentto the
Dehughley Building on the
campus of A&T.
Residents who contacted
Griffin were instructed to
speak with Wanda Wilson,
real estate property agent

for North Carolina. Wilson
has been handling A&T
property matters since 1994
and is handling the
University Garden
Apartment property for the
university.
"Lambeth-Osborne Realty
sent paperwork first that
A&T took over and we had
to pay them rent," said

Spurlock.

James Griffin said rent is
neither collected by A&T
nor him but by the state
property office.
According to Wilson,
"Originally, A&T did not to
allow Lambeth-Osborne to
collect rent." Griffin and
another man from the
Housing Department of
A&T were responsible for
the rent.
When residents contacted
them, they were directed to
contact Wilson. Wilson supplied relocation materials
explaining the process and
offered help. Residents
were also exempt from paying rent for Oct., Nov., and
Dec.
The second letter was
dated Oct. 11, 2004 and was
from Lambeth-Osborne
Realty Inc. also. The realty
company was requesting
payment of rent from them
before the purchase of the
property by the state. Mann
and Spurlock still had not
heard from A&T but they
did not call the Dehughley
Building at A&T either.

According to Mann, the
last two letters notified
Mann and Spurlock that
they, as well as all the residents of University Garden,
had to leave by Dec. 2004.
"I sent a letter of relocation only to those who
specifically asked for one.
The letter was dated Nov.2,"
said Wilson. According to
Wilson, the letter included
Dec. 31 as the deadline for
residents. "One resident
needed the letter to prove
she had been asked to relocate so that she could be
pushed up on the waiting
list for another apartment."
The two students said that
they were offered $400 and
help finding another apartment but that they had to be
out of the apartment by Dec.
2004.
Spurlock claimed that residents across the street from
them, on North Benbow
Street, were offered a similar deal of $300 to $400 to
relocate.
"The state offers relocation
funds and help relocating
has been offered. A&T is
not interested in the other
property [the apartments
across the street]. It is of no
use to the university," said
Griffin.
Wilson stated that residents had been offered several things to ease the relocation process. She stated
that the three months of
waived rent was for resi-

dents to save money so they
could move. Money offered
by the state to relocate and
assistance finding suitable
housing has also been
offered by Wilson.
"We have offered university housing and actually
have Andrew Perkins [assistant vice chancellor of the
facilities department in the
Dehughley building] on
standby. He is willing and
ready to place them in A&T
housing," said Wilson.
Wilson described her contact with Mann and
Spurlock as being uncooperative.

Usually speaking

with Mann, she said, "he's
been negligent in not coming to me and contacting
me.

According to Griffin,
University Garden
Apartments was purchased
by the state from Linnane
because the property was
being considered for the
new School of Education
building. Griffin was
unsure of when construction
would start on the new

building.
"Right now about two res-

idents are still in University
Garden, about four have
relocated," said Griffin.
"We would like to know
how we can make this
process easier for relocating
residents," said William
Barlow, director of design
and construction at A&T.

Veteran's Day
Continued from page 1
Hejlik said that you know
that there is a chance of
going into war when you
jointhe military.
"Its misfortunate, but I'm
proud of them at the same
time," she said.
Army Master Sergeant
Christian, ROTC instructor
a*nd a Veteran of Operation
Desert Storm and Operation
Iraqi Freedom said that it is
good that young people are
joining the military because
there has to be someone to

teach the new generations.
"It's not for everyone, but
somebody has to do it.. .Get
them in young and they can
learn from experienced
men."
Army Cadet Captain Fern
Freeman disagrees with students being pulled out of
their studies to go to war.
"It puts them behind and at
a disadvantage, but at the
end it is a reward."
A&T had several students
to return from Iraq recently.

Army Sergeant Ansen Jones,
an A&T student and Veteran

of Operation Iraqi Freedom,
said that Thursday's ceremony was better than nothing. "Not everybody makes
it back. So, it's good to be
honored." Retired Army
First Sergeant James
Basnight, Vietnam Veteran,
was in the military for 23
years and he agrees that
recognition for Veterans is

good.
The Veteran's Day

Ceremony took place in
front of the War Memorial
Monument located on the
north side of the Memorial
Student Union. The monument was dedicated by the
Class of 1947. Many members of the class were present at the ceremony. Nettie
Mcintosh, a member of the
class of 1947, said that the
program was "very impressive" and "just enough."

Flex Dollars
Continued from page 1
Services did not notify every
student who signed a contract of the changes in the
amount of Flex Dollars
While fliers were posted in
some locations, Tillman said
it was not enough.
"If they(fliers) were all
in the Dowdy building and
you had no reason to go
over there, you never found
out," Tillman said.
The issue recently came

up in a student senate meeting on Nov. 10.
Matthew Melvin, who presides over the senate as
Student Government's Vice
President of Internal Affairs,
said "The only way that
anyone will find closure to
this incident is to let all the
students that signed a legal
document with the school
receive what they paid for.
Reducing the students' Flex

Dollar allocation is inexcusable. I am thankful that the
university will adhere to its
word next semester; however all students should
remember this semester to
prevent occurrences such as
this from happening in the
future. The legal document
that was drafted by the university and signed by students binds them in an
agreement that could only

be terminated and not
amended."
Angela Peterson, an
employee with Auxiliary
Services, said students who
signed for the original meal
plans would get the $200 or
$100 next semester, but new
students would only be eligible for the$125 or $50 plan
Flex Dollars.
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Minority enrollment
still rising

HBCU

Briefs
Dillard University
After seven years of consecutive growth, Dillard
University experienced an
enrollment drop of six percent. Darrin Rankin, Vice
President of Enrollment
Management, tries to figure
out why the sudden drop.
The drop in student enrollment from fall 2003 to fall
2004 was 522 students. This
number is usually between
200-275 students. There has
been extensive research
done on why students did
not return to the university
and on what they can do to
improve their retention
rates

Before students withdraw
from the university they are
asked to fill out a survey so
that the enrollment office
can figure out the reason
why students are leaving,
One student believes that
the drop has to do with the
University not giving out
enough scholarships. Since
there are not enough scholarships being given out students cannot afford tuition.
Rankin admits there was a
half a million dollar cut in
scholarships over the last
year. Rankin believes that
the War on Iraq was one
cause for the drop. "The war
impacted around 50 students from returning to the
University," says Rankin.
Howard University
Organizations on Howard
University's Campus are
planning clothing and food
drives or going out into the
surrounding community to
help serve the less fortunate
for the fast-approaching holiday season.
The American Society of
Interior Designers has been
gathering clothing for the
Children Loss Center that
helps provide clothes, food
and toys for children who
do not have families. The
Howard University Gospel
Choir asked the community
to bring non-perishable
canned food items to a free
concert. The National
Society of Black Engineers
will serve dinner to the
homeless with So Others
Might Eat, an organization
that helps feed the homeless
two meals a day within the
metropolitan area. "We are
walking the homeless walk
and collecting canned food
for the holiday season," said
Amber Elliot, secretary of
the College Democrats of
America.

Even the resident assistants in different dorms
have taken the initiative to
ask their residents to give.
HBCU Briefs compiled by
Amanda Atkins

most excited about is the
Walking around A&T's
faculty staff, which are
campus this semester, one
might quickly assume that
greatly diversified and seem
to have a true respect for
in comparison to previous
diversity.
years, the number of minorities has significantly
"I think that is a step in
increased. That observation
the right direction. The
is partly accurate.
opening of the new
Multicultural Student
"We have had greater
numbers of minorities in the Center will help us to dramlast three to five years," says atize the diversity that we
Cliff B. Lowery director of
have and we hope it will
A&T's Multicultural Student increase the interaction
Center (formally known as
among and between the various diverse groups,"
Minority Student Affairs),
"but in that time, we've also Lowery said.
increased the AfricanStudents have a wide
American enrollment, so the range of views on the uniratios have pretty much
versity's diversity.
Senior electronics and
stayed the same."
As of Sept. 1, minority
computer technology major
students, including
Merceda Siler and junior
Caucasian-American, Asian- biology major Michelle
American, HispanicPerinchief - both, AfricanAmerican, Native American, American students have
and other non-black races,
noticed that racial diversity
composed approximately 10 has improved greatly since
percent of A&T's population their freshman years.
for this semester. African"I've seen a whole lot of
American students made up minority people since I was
a freshman. When I first got
approximately 90 percent.
"We do have a lot of peohere [in 2001], it was just
ple faculty, staff, and stupretty much an all-Africandents - involved in admisAmerican school," Siler
sions," Lowery continues,
said.
"and they're doing such a
Perinchief adds, "You see
more minority faces on camgood job in recruiting
minorities. I think the point
pus."
is that we're increasing by
Second-semester senior
percentage just as much
political science and crimiwith our black students, but nal justice double major Ben
Edwards, one of A&T's
they don't show as much
because they're the majority. Caucasian-American students, says "diversity-wise,
I've had some people who
have thought enrollment
it has improved quite a bit.
has increased greatly with
My freshman year (fall
2000), I felt like I was alone
minorities, and I'm able to
tell them no proportionatea little bit - not alone in a
bad way. As it went on, it
ly, it's about still the same."
has been a minority presA&T's website shows the
ence on the campus moreso
minority percentage at 11
percent from 1998 to 2000,
now I'd say within the last
three or so semesters - than
12 percent in 2001, and 13
I've seen since I've been
percent from 2002 to 2003,
here."
The greatest amount in the
"Racial diversity since
past two decades was in
1984 and 1988, each with a
I've been here for three
years has really improved,"
17 percent minority enrollment.
says junior biology major
In addition to stating that Justin Lewis, an AfricanA&T has more students
American. "I mean, I see
from a "wider geographical
more white people and
area " Lowery says he is
Arabian people here every-

-

-

-

-

day."

Rahsaan Snipes, an
African-American sophomore majoring in marketing, says that even though
he feels as though A&T's
diversity in race has
"improved drastically, I
think thatthis year, we as
students need to try to unite
more as an Aggie family
and celebrate not only black
culture but the culture of
others." He goes on to say,
"We'could improve by having more events that promote diversity."
Despite A&T's progression thus far, Siler does feel
the divesity could still use
more improvement, but "it
just depends on whether
you want to come to A&T or
not. People are going to
choose where they want to
go and where they feel more
comfortable at, so I guess it
just depends on the people."
Siler said despite being
heavily outnumbered, the
minorities on campus seem
to be comfortable.
"They just fit right in,"
says Siler. "You know, you
pass everybody on A&T's
campus -1 guess it's because
we're down South and we're
country but [minority students are] cordial. If you're
just a mean person, you're
just not going to fit in anywhere you go."
Perinchief says, "I do feel
[minority students] are comfortable because I feel that
African-Americans are more
accepting of other races than
other races are of [AfricanAmericans]. I think that
they would feel comfortable
here because [AfricanAmericans] make them feel
comfortable."

Evelyn Rodriguez,

any other minority race on
the campus.
"I see a lot more minorities; however, they are in
clusters. They're still very
clingy. I don't think they're
at the point to where they
feel comfortable enough to
make friends. From my
experience here, probably
since they're used to being
the majority at their schools
and now they're the minority, I don't think they feel as
comfortable," she said.
Rodriguez says she's only
run into one

Hispanic

female in her years at A&T,
and "she was always by herself -1 never saw her with
any friends." She says there
was a Native American
female she also knew of
who "never associated with
others, even in her class."
"Most [CaucasianAmerican students] come
withtheir friends, and
instead of them taking a
chance of being accepted,
they don't want to take a
chance of being rejected."
She says that "black females
look at white females up
and down like 'What are
you doing here?' and 'What
is this white girl doing
here?'"

Rodriguez says she has

never felt uncomfortable at

A&T, but she attributes that
to her age.
"I've never had a fitting-in
problem, but I'm pushing
40.1 could be a lot of these
students' parents. I do
know that if I were 19 or 20,
I would have a problem.
No one is going to stick up
for me here. But, I'm not
focused on black, white,
purple, nothing. I'm
focused on human being. I
look at every opportunity as
one to meet a new friend."
Edwards says, "I've
never really had any problems here; I just think it's
going in the right direction.
One of my past professors
Dr. Gibbs said once that 'We
don't teach you what to
think, but how to think,' and
the only way to know how
to think is to bounce ideas
off of different people and
experience diversity. "
The contact number for
the Multicultural Student
Affairs office is (336) 3347800. It is located in room
213 of Murphy Hall

a non-

traditional HispanicAmerican A&T student
majoring in special education and the president of the
Multicultural Student
Center, speaks mostly about
the Caucasian-American
students of A&T, due to her
having rarely encountered

photo by Erica Franklin

Students stand in front of Gibbs Hall. Racial
diversity has increased each year since 1998

SURVEY: YOUNG VOTERS ENGAGED
By Tim Jones

Chicago Tribune (KRT)
CHICAGO - Young people
who voted on Election Day
were more Democratic, less
religious, less likely to be
white and trusted faux news
anchor Jon Stewart more
than two of the Big Three
network news anchors,
according to post-election
surveys released Tuesday.
The portrait drawn of
young voters from the

Emerging Electorate Survey
and the Declare Yourself
2004 Campaign Evaluation
Survey suggests that 18-to29-year-olds, who voted in
record numbers Nov. 2, are
more politically engaged
than history would indicate
After aggressive voter registration efforts, about 21
million people younger than
30 voted, an increase of
about 4.6 million from 2000.
Turnout among registered
voters in that age group was

PHOTOGRAPHER NEEDED
Photoshop Skills Preferred
Build your Portfolio and get

51.6 percent, up more than 9
percentage points from 42.3
percent in the last presidential election.
Young voters shared many
of the concerns of their parents and grandparents
about the economy, the war
in Iraq, terrorism and moral
values, but no single issue
dominated.
Those most concerned
about moral values were the
most likely to vote. The
economy was the top issue

for 18-to-29-year-olds who
did not vote, the surveys
found,
In a potentially ominous

sign for traditional news

media, young voters were
much more inclined to learn
about the candidates and
the issues from the Internet,
which the authors said is
emerging as a counterbalance to cable television and
talk radio.
When asked which network news source they

Catering by
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trusted most to give them
information about politicians and politics, 26 percent said none of them.
Jefrey Pollock, president of
Global Strategy Group, one
of the authors, said the
young voters are, as a
group, less religious than
their parents. About 21 percent were AfricanAmericans. And about 80
percent of those surveyed
said they plan to be politically active.
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Dead Prez was

Right...
Turn Off The Radio
Apparently, a group of people somewhere in the United
States had a bright idea for
"at-risk" high school girls -

By

Chad Roberts

Editor-in-Chief
Unfortunately, I was laying in the bed at around 9
a.m. on Tuesday morning
listening to a local radio station, 94.5 "The Beat." This
was unfortunate because my
American government and
politics class with Dr. Steele
starts at 9:30 and I hadn't
even taken a shower or
thought about eating breakfast.
Anyway, the deejay was
taking a few calls about a
subject that he had discussed the day before.

give them a free class in
stripping.
A few years ago, I might
have been dumbfounded
when I heard something like
this on the radio, but it's
pretty hard to surprise me
nowadays. Still, this idea of
teaching high school girls
how to strip didn't sit too
well with me
For one, I don't think
stripping can be very profitable in the long run. It's not
a lifetime job. I've seen strip
clubs and strippers on both
coasts and points inbetween, and they all had an
unofficial age limit of
around 28 or 29
Somewhere, I'm sure, there
are strippers in the 30-andup age bracket and some
even older than that. With
the new sex pills for men
flooding the market I
assume older men can get
still get a rise (hafia) out of
strip joints, but gravity and

Mother Nature takes a toll
on the body and a 55-yearold stripper is nothing that I
want to see.
Two, I am not convinced
becoming an exotic dancer
will improve the chances of
success for at-risk girls. Yes,
there are strippers that are
honest and hardworking
people. And there are also
some strippers that get into
a lot of "extra" activity
which can be even more
risky than whatever the
young ladies were doing
that got them classified as
at-risk in the first place
Training for jobs that have
more longevity like health
care, transportation or education, would be more beneficial than a crash course in
how to strip.
The scary fact is that a
mother or a teenager was listening to the radio that
morning and were convinced that stripping will be
the answer to their problems
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Letter to the Editor
To: Chad Roberts and Staff

Topic: From the Desk of
the President

Comment: My friend and
I, have just finished reading
the article written by Mr.
Calvin Williams from the
newspaper that came out on
Friday in the cafeteria. We
care to comment not on the
content of the article, but the
editing of the article itself.
It is very bothersome that
the editor did not take the

time to THOROUGHLY edit
this article. Actually did
not take the time to edit the
entire newspaper. We have
found multiple errors within this article as well as the
newspaper. This has happened in previous prints
and it is just mind boggling
as to why this continues to
occur. We are FED UP, and
would like to read a wellwritten, and well-EDITED
article/newspaper. As to not
completely bash The
Register, we dohave to say

we look forward to reading
the newspaper on Fridays.
The Register is very informative and entertaining, and
all that we ask is that you all
take the extra time to reread the newspaper before
you distribute it. Thank you
very much. We look forward
to the next issue, which we
know will be well-Edited!!!
Sincerely,
Gerilyn Sampson and
Karissa Garmon

NO THANKS, I'LL WAIT
Is What Feels Good Really Good for Us?

By

Jessica Devault

Contributor

Many people shy away from a good
debate or try their best to avoid going
against the grain. But I'm the opposite
Because of this, it's no surprise that I find
myself constantly immersed in the murky
waters ofpolitics or in occasional altercations. My highly conservative viewpoints

tend to ruffle the feathers of my collegiate
counterparts. For example, a friend and I
were discussing sex and consequences. We
had just seen a TV ad for the Kaiser
Foundation appropriately called "Wrap it
Up" Its goal was to persuade viewers to use
condoms no matter what
My friend nodded her head in agreement, insisting that prophylactics are the
key to ending the AIDS epidemic and the
other STD's that infect people daily. To me it
seemed much plainer than that. My solution: Celibacy or abstinence until marriage.
Period
She gave me a weird look, and I knew
that I had embarked on yet another debate
The main cause of AIDS, STDs and
pregnancy is sex
Sex is thrust upon us daily. Somehow,
sex has become the purpose of life-"The
only good thing to do around here."
Meanwhile, our nonchalant attitude toward
sex has exposed us to an array of diseases.
People will try all day long to make sex
"OK" to teach it to our children as some

uncontrollable urge that you have to act on
you'll just die. We fight the idea of
teaching abstinence in school, wanting to
expose our children to sex as early as possible.
And maybe that's what happened to my
friend. You become exposed to it so early
that you don't see that it is premarital sex
that is stripping away the very fiber of
America's overall health
Although my Christianity is a major factor in my thinking, I stand firm to the fact
that sex is way more trouble than it's worth,
especially for students. Sex has serious consequences, like unplanned children. After
all, condoms can only prevent so much.
I know many people who use condoms
religiously and still become pregnant. Some
choose to keep the child, but many are taking the abortion route.
Many incurable STDs also can be contracted whether a condom is being worn or
not. It all seems like unnecessary pain and
suffering.
But people still promote sex. They just
now or

find ways to alter the consequences. If you
get pregnant, abort it. If you get an STD, get
the antibiotics for it. And if you get AIDS,
don't worry. There are plenty ofmedications
to prolong your life. Look at Magic Johnson.
And always remember: Wear those condoms

No one realizes that that our entire lives
and well-being are all riding on this little
piece of plastic. Many may shake their head
at me, classifying this as this as the ramblings of a religious zealot. But having seen
both sides of the fence, I find the grass to be
rather green on the celibate side.
I am not criticizing nor condemning
those how prefer to be sexually active, just
offering some food for thought.
Granted, we have made broad steps for
sexual liberation, but what good has come
from it?
We can do what feels good, but is what
feels good really good for us?

EXCUSE US PLEASE

By Lindsay

Bowen

Contributor
Females experience a natural phenome-

non once every month that seems to take

over our lives for three to eight days. Can
we please be excused during our monthly
womanly duties? We know the NCA&TSU's
policy on attendance and sick-leave
absences. Unfortunately, this uncontrollable
and sometimes painfully discomforting time
in our lives is not labeled as a sickness.
Sickness is relative, so why can't we receive
sympathy for a much-needed absence?
According to the 2004-2005 Student
Handbook, the proper excuses for absences
are sickness-with medical verification, death

of relative-immediate family only, court
appearances, participation in an approved
university-related activity and extraordinary circumstances like family emergencies,
which also need verification. The university
also states that other reasons for requesting
the ability to make up required course work
are not acceptable. What the university fails
the realize is some females experience such
excruciating pain during their period that it
is sometimes impossible for them to make it
to class
"I think it [menstrual cycle] should be a
health or sickness excuse. I've had days
when I have absolutely had to miss class,"
said Jocelyn Hadrick, a senior electrical
engineering major. She is not alone. Nurse
practitioner Kelli Smith from Howard
Community Hospital in Columbia,
Maryland stated that two out of three
women experience more than three symptoms and side effects of their menstrual
cycle. Some of these side effects include
cramps, emotional imbalances, nausea, back
pain, headaches, bloating, breast tenderness
and weakness. Those are just a few of 50
symptoms and side effects that are affiliated
with the menstrual cycle. In an informal
survey conducted on NCA&TSU campus,
16 out of 20 females from ages 18-21 said

they all experience intense pain during their
period. Out of these 16 females, 12 of them
admitted to missing class sometime during
their period.
Imagine having to go to four classes in
four different buildings-which you would
have to walk to because you don't want to
lose your parking space-with cramps,
headaches, back pains and even diarrhea.
No one would want to endure that unbearable discomfort.
With all the numerous side effects and
symptoms, learning can be an extremely
difficult task. Trying to focus ona lecture
while making numerous trips to the bathroom to relieve your nausea is pointless.
Another side effect that is often overlooked
is the emotional roller coaster that a menstrual cycle can cause. Interacting with faculty, friends and fellow students while dealing with temporary depression and mood
swings can be a daunting task. This may be
hard for our male counterparts to believe;
however, some of them attempt to understand.
"I think implementing an excuse for the
females during their time of month would
be a good idea; however, this rule would be
hard to implement. The male faculty would
have to learn more about the female stu-

dents needs, and then the risks of females
taking advantage of this privilege would be
high," said Lawrence Wills, a junior electri-

cal engineering major. If the university
could not implement this rule, females
would have to start finding ways to cure
themselves before their 9 a.m. class,
According to PDRHealth, there are several
ways, to relieve some of the menstrual cycle
side effects. Increasing exercise, avoiding
caffeine, eating lots of vegetables, meditating, massaging and avoiding fatty foods,
red meat and refined sugars all can alleviate
cramps, headaches, mood swings and low
energy level. Not all ailments can be solved
by a change in diet. Some problems that
come along with being a woman are
unavoidable and untreatable, such as breast
tenderness, mood swings and bloating.
Rewriting the rules of absence may take
lobbying on the behalf of the female student
body and several recommendations from
gynecologists and physicians. Although we
are not experiencing the flu, or jury duty,
we at least deserve a get-out-of-class free
card until we are more physically and mentally able to sit through a two hour chemistry lab.

j.
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UNIVERSITY STRIVING TO GET
MORE MINORITIES IN CAMPUS

PROJECTS
By

Erica Franklin
Senior Writer
A great deal of construction is taking place at A&T,

the largest of seven black
universities in North
Carolina. But, unlike the
student body, the majority
of the construction workers
and general contractors are
white.
A&T's construction program will exceed $250 million over the course of eight
years. There are seven projects that will undergo the
planning and design phase
They are Barbee Hall, an
addition to Corbett Gym,
Cherry Hall, a Harrison
Auditorium renovation,
Barnes Hall, a new parking
deck and the New School of
Education. These projects
range from $1.5 million to
$14 million.
Completed projects in the
summer of 2004 included
the New Scott Hall, Pride
Hall, the Corbett Wall
Replacement, the new track
at Aggie Stadium, and the
greenhouse.
Minority contractors are
called Historically
Underutilized Businesses, or
HUBs. HUBs include
women, minorities, disabled
business enterprises and
non-profit work centers
These organizations sometimes struggle when it
comes to getting hired due
to there size and bid salary.
"There are smaller black
firms and larger white
firms. General contractors
submit a bid for construetion. The general contractors will indicate if he will

use a minority contractor.
He has 72 hours to display a

'good-faith' effort to try to
find minority contractors to
work on a project. After
that, they must show proof
of nondiscrimination," said
William Barlow, A&T's
Director of Design and
Construction,

In orderfor minority contractors to get work, first the
general contractor has to get
approval to do the job from
the agency contract administrator. Then, the general
contractor will submit a bid
to the state which indicates
whether or not they will use
minority contractors. If he
decides to use minority contractors, but cannot find any
to do the job, then he has to
show proof of nondiscrimination. This includes
records of phone logs,
quotes or copies of letters
The bid is then used to try
to win the construction job.
Most of the time there are
many general contractors
who submit bids. If so, a
winner for the project has to
be chosen by the state.
The incentive for general
contractors to use a minority
contractor for a project is
they receive extra bid
points. The more the bid
points, the better chance
they have at winning the
project,

Currently, minority contractors make up 21 percent
and secured $16.7 million of
the $161.8 million bond program that consists of 22
projects on A&T's campus
African-American firms
make up around 63 percent
of the minority contractors.

Females comprise 20 percent. Others, such as
Hispanics, Asians and
Indians, make up 17 perOne minority contractor
that has performed work for
A&T is Murdock Concrete
Company, an
African-American corporation. It has been in business
for 20 years and in the last
four years has become both
a supplier and finisher.
Mary Murdock, wife of
the owner, commented on
the use of minority contrac-

some type of procedure to
keep the agreement in
place," said Murdock
Infrastructure Buildings,
Inc. is another HUB in
North Carolina. It is currently managed by an American
Indian and works on water
and sewage lines.
One employee commented
on how he felt about the use
of minorities to gain extra
bid points. "I do not think
it is fair for the general contractor to benefit off of the
minority. There has to be
better ways to help HUB

tors.

contractors."

cent.

"It is very difficult not
only being a concrete contractor, but also a minority.
Some minority contractors
do not pay and this causes a
bad reputation on other
minority contractors. Black
contractors have good labor
and good workers, but they
need to improve their financial management skills,"
said Murdock
With a contract, the general contractor has the most
say, especially with labor
and money. Some contractors even try to change the
contract after it is made.
Smaller contractors or
minorities are intimidated
by this and do whatever
they are told to get their
share of the money.
"Since non-minority general contractors get extra bid
points for using minorities,
they take advantage of this
instead of working hand-inhand with the minority.
They are no longer using
'good faith' efforts with the
minority contractors. The
state needs to implement

Shuttle routes

may change
By Philip Morgan

Contributor
When it comes to students

having discrepancies with
Aggie Shuttle, Curtis W.
Bigelow says talk to the
Student Government

Association.
Two people who rode the

shuttle observed some problems and also some good
things about the shuttle
service. Their observations
were then submitted as a
letter to the editor. Bigelow,
head supervisor of the shuttles, just wants the students
of A&T to know that even
though the Police
Department runs the shuttle
service, it came about
because of the SGA. "We
have the shuttle services
because five or six years
ago, the SGA came together
and said 'Hey we need a
shuttle service on campus',"
said Bigelow. After a two
year process the shuttle
service had been approved
and was then given to the
Police Department to run.
Bigelow met with the SGA
on Nov. 10 to discuss ways
to improve the shuttle service. The first thing Bigelow
wanted to do was "conduct
a campus survey of all students and get their opinions
about the shuttle services."
By meeting with the SGA,
the Police Department is trying to improve the shuttle
services and the routes.
Bigelow believes that by the
end of the next semester, a
new route will have been

photo by Erica Franklin

An Aggie Shuttle waits to pickup riders.
Officials from SGA and campus police are considering ways to improve the shuttle system.
worked out that will satisfy
the student body
Matthew Melvin, Vice
President of Internal Affairs,
says that the meeting with
Bigelow went well in his
opinion. It was agreed to do
a campus survey with student expectations and to
have it finished by the end
of this month, "if we can't
get the survey out and collected by the end of this
month, it'll probably be
February before anything
takes place," was Melvin's
response to the estimated
time changes may occur.
One of the changes Melvin
would like to see is more
stops. However, this contradicts with Bigelow, who
wants less stops. When
asked about the difference,
Melvin said "My thing
would be to evaluate the
route, how many stops there

are, and how far the stops
are from each other."
Melvin believes that if stops
are too close to each other,
then those extra stops are
excessive. An example of
this would be a stop at
Corbett, then the Union, and
then Cooper. These extra
stops, Cooper and Corbett,
slow the shuttle service.
One place Melvin would
like to see a stop placed is
the new parking lot. The
shuttle would stop there
and then have its own separate route from the other
shuttles. James Dozier, a former student-athlete, would
like to see a stop at
Collegiate Commons.
This process will by no
means happen overnight. It
is a process which may take
an unknown amount of
time. However, if one wants
change one must wait.

As a result, A&T has executed two different strategies to increase minority utilization. First, a construction manager bided smaller
projects in order for the university to employ minority
contractors for the New
Residence Hall project
Most importantly, a consultant for minority participation, Lil Associates, was
employed for the New
Science Building, Crosby,
Robeson, and Merrick Hall
projects. Barriers that
would prevent minority
contractors from placing
bids were removed with the
assistance of this consultant.
Lil Associates is owned by
Carol Lilly, a private consultant. Senior Staff Writer J.
Lee Howard stated in the
"Charlotte Business Journal"
that the company has been
hired in the past to coordinate minority hiring on proj-
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An equipment operator
through campus.
ects both public and private,
including Ericsson Stadium,
Charlotte Coliseum and the
Hearst Tower

On the other hand, some
minorities are experiencing
good business. "I feel what
is being done is adequate.
We have made a lot of good
contracts and benefited from
the program. Yet, I do
know some general contractors will use a minority in a
bid, then go shop around
for another company for
better pricing," said the

drives machinery

employee from
Infrastructure Buildings,
Inc.

Barlow says they are
doing everything to increase

minority contractor participation. "We have meetings
with both the general contractors and minority contractors to see what we can
do to help them work
together. We try to cause
changes to help everyone
become successful."

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
GETTING A NEW HOME
By Jameya Porter

Contributor
So many new things for
A&T - big and small. But

mostly big.

Students may have been
wondering what that large
structure is on the opposite
side of the Pride Hall parking lot, ajong Lutheran
Street, in the same area as
the DeHuguley Building.
"HAZMAT" - the
acronym for an industrial
term known as "hazardous
materials" is the name that
will be given to the facility,
according to the facility's
project manager, Chuck

-

Dixon,

According to an information sheet about the

future HAZMAT facility it
is being constructed with
the purpose of replacing the
current chemical storage
facility at Hines Hall. That
particular facility only has
an area of 360 square feet

and "does not meet standards for the storage and
processing of hazardous
materials." The new facility,
on the other hand, will contain 6,195 square feet of
area.

The sheet mentions that

2,802 square feet of that

space will be for administrative purposes, and 3,392
square feet of it will be used
for "storage and processing
of chemical and hazardous
wastes generated by the
University." The information
sheet also says that "the
facility will also feature a
staging area for the
University's Hazardous
Materials'Response Team."
Dixon says that there
will be seven rooms for different types of chemicals.
The chemicals include acids
and oxidizers, flammable
liquids, caustics, lower-level
radioactive materials, biohazard materials, consolidation and bulk chemicals.

photo by Erica Franklin
Construction crews work on the entrance to the new "HAZMAT" building, which

will open in February.

The universities uses
these chemicals for instructional purposes, as well as
for research.
"Generally what happens," says chemistry professor Alex Williamson, "is if
we have to keep large

amounts of chemicals and
can't store it all in the chemistry department, they
would be stored [at the
HAZMAT facility]."
He goes on to say, "you
can't pour chemical wastes
down the drain if they're

hazardous." He classifies
"hazardous" as any chemical
aside from Sodium Chloride
or salt solutions.
The document also mentions that other features of
the new facility will include
chemical storage rooms that
"have blow-out walls to
minimize damage from
explosions, a loading dock
to handle large shipments, a
repository of Material Safety
Data Sheets (MSDS) for all
chemicals used by the
University, and a facility
where hazardous materials
can be safely processed and
stored until shipment."
Williamson says that
after the hazardous materials in the form of wastes
have been stored for a certain amount of time, a hazardous waste company
comes to pick them up,
Upon the facility's completion, A&T's
Environmental Health and
Safety (EHS) organization,

which is responsible for fire
and work safety and administration of chemical shipment and storage for the
university will be using the
HAZMAT facility.
The Bond Act Allocation
of the facility was $1,575,000
and the total project budget,
$1,725,035.

Williamson says, "It is a
much needed facility. The
one we have is too small."
Dixon feels that the

newly-introduced facility
will be a great improvement
for the health and safety for

the students."
Construction of the
HAZMAT facility began on
April 19 and is expected to
be completed by February 5,
2005.

HOWARD STUDENTS DEBATE
BLACK GREEK ORGANIZATIONS
by

Ayesha Rascoe

Black College Wire

Fridays on the Yard at
Howard University would
be a little quieter without
the calls of Omega Psi Phi
fraternity members to one
another, and the homecoming step show would be virtually nonexistent, at least if
one follows the logic
advanced by Ricky Jones
Jones is an associate professor and chair of the
Department of Pan-African
Studies at the University of
Louisville who recently
called for universities to
consider disbanding black
Greek-letter organizations.
His column ran on the Black
College Wire.
In light of serious injuries
that one Fisk University student recently received while
trying to join a black fraternity, Jones, a fraternity
member himself, wrote that,
"if these people can't stop
themselves, maybe it's time
for us to at least consider
the possibility that the only

way to stop them is to disband these groups."
For the reasons Jones listed, some students question
the purpose of black Greeks
on college campuses, while
others feel that, historically
and currently, these groups
play an important role.
"These organizations were
all started as support systems, whether it was for
themselves or for the larger
African American community," said Mikel Husband,
publications manager for
the Office of University
Communications and member of Phi Beta Sigma fraternity.
"Today, more than ever,
Greek-letter organizations
are needed, and serve a
greater purpose," Husband
said.
In addition to their service
role, Husband noted, these
organizations allow students to "build confidence,
business aptitude and leadership skills in ways that
many people on the outside
do not see or ignore."
Junius Carter, a senior

finance major and member
of the Beta Kappa chapter of
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity,
agreed that people often do
not see the positive aspects
of fraternities and sororities.
People might say that all
his organization does is
party Carter said, but they
might not know that sometimes the money earned
from the parties goes to
service projects. His fraternity recently donated more
than 2,000 school supplies to
Washington, D.C., Schools,
he said.
Unfortunately, said Carter,
"the negative always outshines the positive."
The one negative aspect
that people such as Jones
focus on is the issue of hazing.
According to Clint C.

Wilson, a journalism professor and member of Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity, hazing

was not a part of the origins
of these organizations.
"When you go back to our
founding," Wilson said, "our
founders were not hazed or
beat up."

Wilson said he believes
that over time, hazing was
incorporated into the pledging process, and now
national headquarters is
working to remove it.
"Just as it took a while for
hazing to get in there, it'll
take a while for it to get
out," he said.
All Pan-Hellenic black
Greek organizations did
away with pledging in the
1990s and initiated a "membership intake process."
This process is more stringently monitored by the
national organization and is
devoid of the characteristics
associated with pledging,
such as belittling treatment
and hazing.
Although some might
applaud the new system,
Husband, who pledged at
Howard in the spring of
1991, said that in their caution, national organizations
took some of the personality
out of joining these groups.
"I remember pledges
walking or running on the
Yard in full uniforms and
cutting corners and greeting

their big brothers or sisters
on the Yard," Husband said.
"There was a lot of fun stuff
that was done years ago that
is no longer allowed."
Husband said there was a
misconception about pledging, that it is like the movie,
"School Daze," when in
actuality it is "a time to learn
about your organization,
your abilities and what is
expected of you as a lifelong
member."
"There still will be some

underground pledging,"

said Trad Washington, a
member of the Alpha chapter of Zeta Phi Beta sorority.
"Those organizations run
the risk of not having the
chapter's charter, and they
run the risk of nationally

being suspended."
While hazing has not been
eradicated, some members
of these groups still feel that
they should not be disbanded.
"I think this is throwing
the baby out withthe bathwater," said Barbara
Williams, dean of Special
Student Services and mem-

ber of Delta Sigma Theta.
"While these matters of
injuries and deaths as the
result of hazing certainly
must be taken seriously, we
are talking about a very
small number of incidents,
given the size of pledge
lines across the nation and
internationally."
Students on Howard's
campus have different
views of fraternities and
sororities and iheir roles in
college life.
"Socially, they have a purpose, but in regards to community service, you can do
that in so many different
ways," said Vincent Sherry,
a sophomore print journalism major. He said the initiation practices deserve closer scrutiny from the university, but said he did not feel
the groups should be banished.

Ayesha Rascoe, a student at
Howard University, writesfor
The Hilltop.

HAMPTON UNIVERSITY STUDENT SEEKS
TO START GAY-STRAIGHT ALLIANCE
By

Eba Hamid
Black College Wire
Students at Hampton
University who are gay lesbian, bisexual or transgender don't have the option of
joining a campus organization that caters to them.
"It's 2004, and there is a
large [number] of gay and
lesbian people on this campus," said April Maxwell, a
senior psychology major
from New York. "It's time to
bring us together and knock
down negative stereotypes."
Maxwell, who is a lesbian,
is trying to form the
Gay/Straight Alliance group for both gay and
straight students to come
together and "bridge the
gap," she said.
"When I was a freshman, I
felt alone," said Maxwell,
who has been openly gay all
of her four years at

Hampton. "It's so hard to
find people to talk to
because nobody comes out."
Hampton, on the Virginia
Peninsula, is one of only a
few schools in its region that
does not have an official
gay, lesbian, bisexual or
transgender, or GLBT,
organization on its campus.
The College of William
and Mary in Williamsburg
is home to the Lambda
Alliance, while Norfolk's
Old Dominion University
has the Gay, Lesbian &
Bisexual Student Alliance. In
Richmond, Virginia
Commonwealth University
has its.Sexual Minority
Student Alliance. Howard
University, in Washington,
D.C, has its Bisexual,
Lesbian and Gay
Organization of Students.
Morgan State University in
Baltimore has its Rainbow
Souls Lesbian, Gay,

Bisexual, Transgender and

their allies organization.
Norfolk State University,
like Hampton, does not
have an official organization
on campus.
To be officially recognized
at Hampton, members of
the proposed organization
must fill out an application
for recognition. Students
must have a recognition
proposal letter, a list of
interested students, a list of
officers, and a faculty or
staff adviser. Prospective
organizations must also provide a proposed constitution
and list of bylaws, plans of
operation and a letter of
support from a regional or
national organization.
Maxwell has drafted the
required constitution and
has eight interested members so far. She said that she
is still looking for more,
both gay and straight, but

admits she might run into
problems.
"Straight people may not
join because of the feedback
or response they might get
from their straight friends,"
she said.
Maxwell has yet to propose her club to the Student
Affairs Council, which
includes several campus
officials, including the dean
of students, the dean of
women and the dean of
men.

Maxwell is still gathering
the required materials. She
plans to present them to the
Organizational Affairs
Council to help prepare her
proposal once she has collected them.
If the group is approved
by the Student Affairs
Council, Maxwell said she
hopes to hold many different events for its members
as well as other students.

Those events would include
fundraisers, fashion shows
and parties. Maxwell said
she would also like to
include sex education in the
club's agenda.
"Whenever people talk to
us about safe sex, they are
always talking about heterosexual sex," Maxwell said.
"A lot of lesbians need to be
educated about safe sex."
Even if her proposed club
is not approved, Maxwell
said that she will still work
to get gay students together.
"If the school doesn't recognize us, we will get
together for off-campus
events," she said,
Once Maxwell reaches the
Student Affairs Council with
her proposal, it would mark
the first time a student has
proposed the idea for a
GLBT organization, according to Bennie McMorris,
dean of students

"No student has ever

approached us to begin such
a club," McMorris said. "If

someone would want to
start it, they would just follow the same procedure as
other clubs as stated in the
student handbook."
McMorris would not
assess the group's chances
of being approved.
Sean Barker, member-atlarge of William and Mary's
Lambda Alliance, said his
school's organization is a
"godsend."
"If nothing else, GLBT is
one group where you don't
know who we are just by
looking," said the sophomore psychology and black
studies major from Danville,
Va. "We have to come
together and socialize. A lot
of kids need a safe place to
come out; we provide that."
Eba Hamid is a student at
Hampton University.

This Week
in A&T

History

Black Nativity
Returns
Shevaun Lassiter

to choreograph. It all
depends on the music," said
Yarborough.
Nov. 18,1988
The December production
employee of A&T blamed
Black Nativity is filled
"Visiting Professor
the increase on the increase
of North Carolina A&T State with high-energy African
Directs Theatre Production"
of drugs on campus. Since
University's Black Nativity
dances, songs and a
Mical Whitaker, a theatre
the team up, A&T has
re-enactment of the story of
promises to be a sample of
instructor at Georgia
arrested a suspect accused
the old with a spin of new
the birth of Christ. A&T
Southern College, directed
of attempted rape and have
creativity from students and vocalists like Steven
the A&T production of
faculty.
positively identified three
McQueen belt out African
"Agamemnon" by
men who robbed the
According to Donna
songs to open the producAeschylus. A 27 year veterStudent Memorial Union of
Bradby, producer of Black
tion and continue singing
$400.
an of theatre, Whitaker
Nativity 2004,over 40 stuthrough out Black Nativity
admitted to being fond of
Nov. 21,1978
dents are participating in
with other cast members.
Greek plays. "My first
this year's production.
"League Feels Program
Cameron Dashiell, a
speaking role and directorial Abused" Press coverage of
"About eight students are
soloist in Black Nativity,
not theatre majors, everyone
assignment were in Greek
minority-owned businesses
captivates audiences and
not paying back advanced
productions," said
else is," said Bradby.
cast members as she uses
Whitaker. He has directed
Black Nativity is the
payments from the Small
her voice to give meaning to
over 200 productions and
African American interpreBusiness Administration
each word. While practicing
was impressed with the taltation of the birth of Christ.
a solo for Black Nativity,
(SBA) got a reaction from
ent ofA&T's theatre majors. the National Business
"The production is actualDashiell allowed her voice
"They are always profesLeague (NBL). According to ly scripture. It was not
to drop to a smooth alto and
sional. They come to
several reports, these busimeant to be performed,"
raise to soprano with each
rehearsal prepared and
nesses owed $26 million to
said Bradby.
curve of the music.
ready to work."
the SBA. Executive Board
Every day from 7p.m.
Todnee Jeffries, a freshNov. 19,1971
members of the NBL called
until 10p.m. soloists,
men professional theater
"Campus Security Having the accusations of unpaid
dancers and narrators in the major, has only performed
Success In Stamping Out
advances "alleged abuses in production work hard to
in high school plays.
Campus Crime"
the federal minority entermeet the expectations of
"This is my first big proNorth Carolina A&T State
prise." They asked that
Bradby and Tina
duction. It's new, exciting,
University Police
reports be informative withYarborough, the choreograand I'm learriing new things
out being destructive to the
Department and the
pher for the production.
like how to conserve my
Greensboro Police
Students are responsible for
program.
voice," said Jeffries.
Department have teamed up
their own warm-ups as well
Black Nativity opens at
to decrease the number of
as being on time.
the Carolina Theatre Dec. 2,
Compiled by Shevaun J.
crimes on campus and
Changes and improve2004. Ticket prices range
Lassiter
apprehend suspects. An
ments to Black Nativity can
from $6.50 for students of
happen at any time and as a A&T to $16.50 for general
performer, students are
admission. A $1 restoration
responsible for finding out
fee is charged at the door of
what they have missed.
the Carolina Theatre bumpYarborough has been
ing prices up to $7.50$17.50.
choreographing Black
Nativity since 1997 and has
performed in it since 1992.
"It does not take me long
By

Contributor

Photos Courtesy of Theatre
Department

Above, a scene from

the 2003 performance
of Black Nativity. Left,
participants rehearse
for this year's performance. A shuttle
service to and from
Carolina Theatre will
be provided for students.

XMrMainstream
but not
commercial

By Lindsay

Bowen

Contributor
You're listening to the
radio, and you hear the
same songs, over and over
again. You change the channel, and hear the same
songs. The next channel has
commercials. What do you
do when you've run out of
stations that you like to listen to? Tune into XM
Satellite Radio.
"XM Radio is great. It's
like the cable of the radio.
The music quality is higher
because it is produced in
digital format," explains
Connell Smallwood, a junior
electrical engineering major.
"Regular radio can't compare. I drove from
Philadelphia to Greensboro,
Hstening to the same station
with no commercials."
The concept is just short
from genius and the audience appeal is on the rise.
Listening to your favorite
genre ofmusic, hearing
songs that have been long
forgotten without the interruption of commercials is
something that any music
lover would enjoy. XM
Satellite Radio offers this
and more. "It's great to
work here. The environment
is faced paced and full of
excitement." said Demetrius
Symonds, a marketing
intern at XM.
Since its establishment in
November, XM Satellite
Radio has created more than
100 channels of hstening
pleasure. XM offers more
than just music channels.
Live news radio and weather/traffic channels make XM
is the total package. For
$9.99 a month, everyone can
listen to XM, in their place
ofchoice. With products
such as the Roady and the
Roady 2, SkyFi Receiver and
the Sony head units, the
radios are appealing to
everyone. The Roady and

the Roady 2 are convenient
sizes that can go from inside
your car, to the top of your
desk.
According to Aaliyah
Arlington, a junior management/marketing major "XM
is definitely for the music
lovers. People that love all
genres of music can appreciate the variety [of music]
offered." Currently there
are more than 2 million subscribers of XM. They have
radio systems for the car
and for the home.
XM Satellite Radio Inc. is

Go here
www.fordvehicles.com/collegegrad

to get there

headquartered in
Washington, DC. XM is one

of two FCC licensees to
deliver satelliteradio programming. The music programming is delivered
nationwide with digitalquality service. Recently
XM Radio signed on with
the Atlantic Coast
Conference and the Big Ten
to live broadcast football
games. Along with sports,
XM has recently signed
Opie and Anthony, shock
jocks who are known for
their outrageous radio acts,
onto one of XM's new premier channels.
XM has channels that cater
to time periods, from the
40's to the 90's. Other radio
stations include reggae,
kids, NASCAR, love songs,
and all types of ethnic
music. They have recently
launched XM Radio online,
a premium radio service
that will be offered in early
October.
XM Satellite radios can be
purchased from several electronic stores such as Walmart, Best Buy, Circuit City
and Radio Shack. Some cars
come preinstalled with XMready radios and/or XM
radios. XM has partnerships
with GM, Honda, and other
auto manufacturers

Here's the deal: one price, no

haggling, cash in your pocket for
more important things!
This "student discount" offers substantial
savings on new Ford Motor Company

vehicles based on set prices established
by Ford's Employee Purchase Plan
There's no catch

- it's a unique offer,

exclusive to select schools like

'ours

Save even more when you apply the
current national incentives available on
the vehicle you select
The best part? You get what you
expect. The style and features you want

No-hassle dealer experience. A payment
that's easy on your wallet and lifestyle

It's how you

get there!
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A&T STUDENT LAUNCHES
SPOKEN WORD ALBUM
By

Julius McKinley

you

Arts and Entertainment Editor

had this talent?

A: I have been writing
since I was about seven or
eight years old. I was in a

Dominique Camm is a junior
political science and electronic
computer technology major.
He also is an aspiring spoken
word artist here on A&T's

talent show when I was
eight years old and I got
second place. The gin who
won was four years younger
than me and she memorized
her poem as well. I really
started taking it seriously
when I got in college
because I was influenced by
other poets who were doing
well. I noticed that I really
had this talent when there
was a poetry reading on the
third floor of the Aggie
Suites. I decided to perform. The third floor was
packed. Once I went on and
performed, the crowd
applauded and I thought to
myself, I think I can do this
and maybe be successful at
it.

Q: What motivated you to
do this CD?

campus

Q: What inspired you to
do your first spoken word
CD?

A: I decided that since

people couldn't hear all of

A: Failure inspired me to
do this CD because after a
couple of shows I did not do
to well at performances.
Only the top five advanced
to the next round and I finished in sixth place. I had
mediocre performances;
people told me that they
liked my work, but that I
needed to work on my public speaking and oration.
They lovedthe content and
the punch lines and subject
matter, but I had to get better with my public speaking
to be successful.

Q: How long have you
been writing poetry? And
when did you find out that

my material at the open mic
competitions here on campus, I should put out a solo
CD on my own.

Q: When did you start

performing on campus?

How did you feel during
this performance?
A:

My first performance

was in the Aggie Suites in

the fall of 2002. I wasn't
going to go at first, but I
made a bet with my friend
that if he sung, I would perform as well. Once we got
to the Suites, my friend
began to sing. Since he
sung, I had to perform to
hold my part ofthe deal.
One of the poems I performed was about sex. The

poem got the audience rattled and excited. It was fun
and exciting, but at the same
time I was very nervous.

Q: Are there any spoken

word artists that have influenced you?

A: For subject matter and
material, I look up to
Women Storm who is a local
artist. Ammerist is also
someone I look up to. I love
the way she performs and
what she brings to the stage
as well.

Q: Are there any events in
your life that are reflected
on the CD?
A: This CD is very personal. I wouldn't say it is
straight truth because you
have to protect the innocent
by changing names and
events, but a lot of it comes
from my personal experiences. Things in my life
such as my mother passing
away, my relationship with
my father and with Christ
all are addressed on this

CD,

Q: What type of spoken
word artist are you?
A: I'm the non poetic

looking spoken word artist.
Some may say that I fit the

thug stereotype. You are
bound to see me on stage

listen to my CD and be like,
"man I remember when that
happened to me or do you
remember when we did that
when we were younger." I
want it to be something that
everyone can relate to.

Q: What do you plan to

accomplish by putting out
this CD?

A: Basically I want to get
my name known more on
the campus. I also want to
reach the people who never
looked twice at poetry
because they thought it wasn't entertaining. I also want
to help make spoken word
the next big thing as well.

Q: What are your long
term goals?
A: I am going to continue
to do spoken word and I am
also pursuing track. I'm
also maintaining a good
GPA and trying to go to law
school as well.

Q: Are there any other
musical talents that you
have?
A: A lot of people say that
I should be a rapper, but I
like to stick to the spoken
word. I also play the tenor
saxophone and alto saxophone as well.

with a white t-shirt. A lot of
poets have that neo-soul
look and I'm not into that.

Q: What type of audience

is your CD geared towards?

A: This CD is geared
towards the college audience, but more specifically
the black colleges and universities. I want people to

A Review of "Developing
Consciousness"
By Karina Hardy

Online Editor

Camm also focused on the
problems within the African
American community.
Several times throughout
the tracks, Camm boldly
stated that African
Americans have not been
able to move forward due to

From its inception, spoken
word and poetry has been
regarded as a venue for selfexpression giving people the
self-imposed obstacles.
opportunity to let their voices be heard. Fellow Aggie,
including black-on-black
Dominique Camm is taking crime, HIV and self discrimthe definition of spoken
ination which has plagued
word to the next level.
African Americans since the
The Virginia native has
days of slavery.
been writing for much of his
On the flip side, Camm
life, but did not fully
gets into the painful side of
embrace his talents as a poet relationships that everyone
until he entered college.
experiences. He exposes the
His passion for poetry
consequences of failed relalead to the creation of his
tionships in "Karma Full
first spoken word album
Circle."
entitled "Developing
Camm also presents his
Consciousness." Unlike
sorter side on this album on
many poets who stick to one the track "Trippin."
Camm gets creative on
genre, Camm speaks on a
wide variety of situations,
"Trippin" which highlights
a conversation between a
especially those pertaining
to African Americans.
male and female in the cafeThroughout this album,
teria. The interactive diaCamm uses impressive comlogue between the two carbinations of lyrical illustraries the poem as they
tions and spurts of humor to address the does and don'ts
convey his opinions.
in relationships.
The album starts off
In the past, several spoken
word artist have come out
strong as Camm addresses
issues of racism and
with their own albums but
inequalities in "Lift Every
none have had the uncanny
Voice" and "Assume the
level of reality and in-depth
Position."
insight of life as this album.
For more information on
In these tracks, he displays
the artist check out
thorough knowledge of
African American history
www.ncat.edu/~dlcamm
from emancipation to the
civil rights movement.

Hip Hop Star Dies
Manhattan Studio
By

Julius McKinley

Arts and Entertainment Editor
Ol' Dirty Bastard, formerly
of the Wu-Tang Clan, collapsed and died Saturday,
Nov. 13 in a Manhattan
recording studio.
The exact cause of death is
unknown, but the rapper
had been complaining of
chest pains earlier in the
day. An autopsy conducted
Sunday was found inconclusive and the results from
additional toxicology tests
won't be available for at
least five to ten days
The rapper, born Russell
Jones, was on the verge of a
comeback. He was working
on his latest album when he
collapsed at about 4:30 p.m.
Paramedics were called and
found the rapper on the
floor in a living room area
He was pronounced dead at
5:04 p.m.
As the word hit the streets
of New York, streets surrounding the studio quickly
filled with fans of the rapper
and members of the WuTang Clan, Ghostface Killah
and Raekwon.

life. After the group
released its first album "36
Chambers," Jones was shot,
After recuperating from
the gunshot wound, Ol'
Dirty Bastard released his
debut solo album titled
"Return to the 36 Chambers
The Dirty Version." This
album included the smash
hits "Brooklyn Zoo" and
"Shimmy Shimmy Ya." The
album was an instant success, but his life outside of
music was not.

He was first arrested in
1997 for not paying a year's
worth of child support on
three children that he
fathered

Jones was a founding

member of the Wu-Tang
Clan and his contributions
to the group helped solidify
the group's place in hip hop
history. The Brooklyn born
rapper offered hip hop fans
humor, while still giving
them a taste of the street

Courtesy of Roc-A-Fella Records

After several bouts with
the law, O.D.B was shot in
the stomach by another
Brooklyn rapper in!994. In

1998, the rapper was shot in
the back over what he said
was to be a robbery attempt
on his home,
The rapper ended up in
jail in April 2001 and was
released in 2003. After his
release, O.D.B. hooked up
with Roc-A-Fella Records,
but never released an
album, yet he released a
clothing line called Dirty
Wear.
Jones' funeral will be held
on Thursday, Nov. 18 at the
Christian Cultural Center in
Brooklyn and Roc-A-Fella
Records is planning a public
memorial in Harlem for the
deceased rapper.
O.D.B. will be remembered for his style on the
microphone. He was very
energetic and passionate
about his music. He also
was loved by otherrappers
He has collaborated with
many stars such as Mariah
Carey on the track titled
"Fantasy" and introduced
the world to Kelis with the
smash hit "Got Your
Money."
Although he had many
run ins with law, O.D.B. will
be remebered for his lucrative lyrics and outgoing personality. Not only did he
have a wonderful presence
on stage, he had a sense of
humor that won the hearts
of many fans. For more
inormation visit
www.rocafella.com,

ENTERTAINMENT WRITERS NEEDED
If you are interested in writing for the entertainment section of The A&T Register, call (336)3347700 or email Julius McKinley at
register@ncat.edu

Your

Dream

,"I want to become a doctor."

"I don't have the

Reality:

required courses for
medical school."

The Johns Hopkins Post-Baccalaureate
Premedical Program prepares college
graduates with strong academic records
to apply to the best medical schools by
giving them the personal attention, the
necessary science and math courses, and
one-to-one academic advising.

If you or someone you
know wants to pursue a
career as a doctor, apply
during the application
period of September 1 to
March 1.
For more information, visit
www.jhu.edu/postbac or
call 410-516-7748.

JOHNS HOPKINS
Post-Baccalaureate
Premedical Program
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TRICK DADDY MAINTAINS HIS
TITLE AS A "THUG"
By

Chandre Dean

Contributor
With one of his hottest
projects to date, Trick
Daddy released his sixth
album on Oct. 26 titled
"Thug Matrimony: Married
to the Streets." Coming off
of a two-year hiatus since
his 2002 album, "Thug
Holiday," the Miami Native
returns with his profound
lyrics.
Trick Daddy has been
known for his hardcore
rhymes, and "Thug
Matrimony" is no different,
In a press release from
Atlantic Records, Trick

Daddy comments on how

most rappers say a lot of
words that rhyme but have
no meaning, yet he believes
he expresses the truth. His
lyrics describe life as he has
experienced it.
While growing up in the
ghetto, Trick Daddy took
heed to every lesson given
by his parents. Instead of
letting his environment
define him, he was determined to make the most out
of what he was given. From
previous records to the present, Trick Daddy continues
to tell his life story.
Throughout the album
Trick Daddy demonstrates

Courtesy of Atlantic Records

different genres of music
while collaborating with a
number of musical artist. On
the track "These are the
Daze," Trick Daddy portrays an R&B tempo, where
he uses a verse from MC
Lyte's "Self Destruction." On
the track he attempts to
influence those in the hood
to leave the drugs and violence alone, while letting the
kids live and learn. In doing
so, teach them that there is
more to life than violence,
and that they can grow up
to be prestigious individuals.
Trick Daddy definitely
makes his rock and roll fla-

vor felt on his lead single
"Let's Go," with a heavy
medal sample from Ozzy
Osbourne's "Crazy Train."
The single features ATL's
own Lil' Jon and one of Chitowns finest Twista.
In the old-school realm,
the southern star collaborates with the Ying Yang
Twins and Trina on "Down
Wit Da South." With a remake of the 80's hit "No
Parking on the Dance
Floor," this trio pays tribute
to the dirty south.
While putting his thug
mentality to the side, Trick
Daddy joins together with
Jazze Pha to show his affec-

tionate demeanor in "Eva."
With a Smokey Robinson
insert of his classic
"Cruisin," Jazze Pha and
Trick Daddy express soothing lyrics on this track.
Trick Daddy continues to
rise to the challenge while
becoming more successful
with each album. With
many rising southern stars,
this Miami bad boy is determined to be unforgettable.
After the release of "Thug
Matrimony: Married to the
Streets," Trick Daddy has
proven he can do nothing
else, but continue to rise to
the top.

20 Questions
"Thanksgiving
Edition"
Ms. inquisitive B
1. What is "stuffing"?
2. And what is the difference between "dressing" and "stuffing"?
3. Did

your family

have a kid's table during Thanksgiving?
4. And why did they
make you try to sit
there when you were
like 15?
5. Why do depart-

ment stores start putting out Christmas decorations

before

Thanksgiving even
arrives T

6. But aren't we all
excited about the day
after sales?
7. Why do the Green
Bay Packers and the

We were named one of Fortune® magazine's "100 Best Companies To Work For."
And you can bet it wasn't because of the free coffee.

100 BEST

COMPANIES S

TO WORK FOR S

Job perks are great. And at Ernst & Young we happen to think the most important ones are
those that help our employees grow. That's why we've given them access to some of the best

professional development programs in the country. As well as the opportunity to work on some
of the most prestigious brands in the world. In turn, Fortune magazine recognized us as one of
the" 100 Best Companies To Work For" six years in a row. So if you're looking for a great place to
work, look for us on campus. Maybe we can grab a cup of coffee, ey.com/us/careers

Detroit Lions get to

play every
Thanksgiving?
8. Is gravy supposed
to go on everything on
the plate?

9. Isn't it great to have
leftovers for like a

whole month?
10. What's with the
permanent can mark in
the cranberry sauce?
11. And why do we

call it cranberry sauce
when it's more like JellO?
12. Why does everyone think that their
grandmother's sweet

potato pie is the best?
13. Speaking of sweet
potato pie, isn't the
crust the best part?
14. Is it possible to

have a low-carb
Thanksgiving?
15. Can anyone properly cut a ham?
16. And why do we
constantly pick at the

meat around the bone?
17. Are chitlins a tra-

ditional Thanksgiving
dinner item?

18. What do vegetari-

ans eat during

Thanksgiving?
19. Is Jiffy really cornbread?
20. Are people really
thankful during
Thanksgiving, or are
they just trying to eat?
BONUS:

Didn't you hate it
when your parents
used to make you go
around and say what
you are thankful for?

Quality In Everything We Do
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Davis out as
Athletic Director

Hampton crushes A&T
The Pirates are now
the 2004 MEAC Champions
By

Michael
Contributor

Stanley

Hampton defeated N.C.
A&T 51-24 to claim the
MEAC Championship and
their first Division I-AA
playoff entry since 1998 on
Saturday, Nov. 13, at
Armstrong Stadium in
Hampton, Va.
The Aggies (3-7,1-5
MEAC) had no answer for
the Pirates' (9-1, 6-1) defense
as the Pirates forced seven
turnovers.

A&T scored early in six
plays with a 38-yard field
goal by Carlos Davalos on

their first possession.
On the ensuing kickoff,
Jerome Mathis returned a
92-yard kickoff return for
the Pirates to lead the
Aggies 7-3.
The Aggies continued to

By Gregory

ball for a
good
amount of
time, but
could not
convert as

Sports Editor

they were

forced to
punt the
ball on
their next

possession.

Hampton
took

advantage
of the
A&T's
misfor-

tune; they

scored

again on

drive-in

File Photo

10 Tne Aggies will finish the regular seaplays end- son against South Carolina State on
ing on a 2- Nov 20
sense of urgency going long
yard run by Coleman for a
with a deep 62-yard pass
28-3
lead
struggle early on offense,
from quarterback Adrian
Glenn's
interwas
pass
their third possession came
Moye to wide receiver
to an end when quarterback cepted by Mica Littlejohn
Brandon
Trusty for the
and the Pirates converted
Marshall Glenn's pass was
on their next
touchdown
with a successful 32-yard
intercepted by Brian
possession.
field goal attempt by
Houston.
Afterthe Aggies rally of
Andrew Paterini to lead 31The interception led to an
successful
drive the Pirates
at
halftime.
3
easy drive in which
decided
to
pile up their
The
started
the
half
Aggies
Hampton scored in three
the
this
time
total
point
converting in
foot;
right
by
on
with
a
plays ending
23-yard
withtheir
defense.
nine
for
59 yards on a
Kerry
plays
from
completed
pass
quarDixon's pass was intercept2-yard run by Coleman.
terback Prince Shepherd to
Coleman rushed for 106
running back Ardell Daniels ed by Wilbert Johnson and
yards on 25 attempts with
for the touchdown for a 14-3 returned 59 yards for a 3110 lead.
lead in the first quarter.
three touchdowns.
At the start of the fourth
The Pirates' defense forced
The Aggies will travel to
quarter the Aggies blocked
another interception.
Charlotte, N.C. to play the
Cameron Muro's punt
Later, Hampton scored on
season-finale against South
attempt and recovered it for Carolina State on Saturday,
one play on a 34-yard run
the touchdown to pinch the
by Alonzo Coleman to add
Nov. 20, at Memorial
lead
31-17.
on the Pirates lead 21-3.
Stadium at 2 p.m
A&T began to play with a
The Aggies held onto the

-

-

A&T SOUTH CAROLINA
STATE PREVIEW
Date: Saturday, Nov. 20
Time: 2:00 p.m
Place: Memorial Stadium, Charlotte, N.C
Records: South Carolina State 8-2, (5-1 MEAC), A&T 3-7, (1-5 MEAC)
A&T last week: Lost to Hampton 51-24
South Carolina State last week: Defeated Morgan State 38-35 OT
A&T key players: Linebacker Billy McEacheren (72 tackles and two sacks this season) and
Linebacker Chamar Milton (64 tackles and two sacks this season).
South Carolina State key players: Quarterback Brett Young (198 attempted, 107 completed,
1587 yards, 12 touchdowns and 8 interceptions this season and also MEAC Offensive
Player of the Week) and DeShawn Baker (875 yards on 174 attempts with 10 touchdowns).
A&T notes: The Aggies are last in the MEAC in the red zone offense. They only scored
nine touchdowns in the red zone.
South Carolina State notes: The Bulldogs are ranked third in the MEAC in offensive scoring with 35 points per game and third in defensive scoring with 20.2 per game. The
Bulldogs leads the MEAC in sacks allowed with only 11 and leads the MEAC withthe
most sacks with 27.

A&T lose to Florida A&M
and Bethune-Cookman
By

Darren Bracey

Contributor

It was wondrous senior

night for #24 Florida A&M
(22-2, 10-0 MEAC) as they
defeated the Lady Aggies
(10-17, 8-3 in MEAC) 3-0
(30-15, 30-15, 30-11) on
Firday, Nov. 12, at
Tallahassee, Fla.
The win gave the Lady
Rattlers their 21st straight
victory.

Even though this was
evening for the seniors to
remember, the Lady Rattlers
were led by sophomore
Maria Andonova.
Andonova had 11 kills to
help steamroll the Lady
Aggies. Senior Ivelina
Petkova added nine kills
along with senior Mariela
Portocarrero's 38 assists.
Brendan Chatman had 18
assists for the Lady Aggies.

Bond

Arlene Mitchell had eight
kills and Darlene Mitchell
ended with seven kills in a
classic battle with their division rival. Lauren Walker
added nine digs.
The Lady Aggies closed
out the Florida road trip
with an encounter with the
Lady Wildcats (14-11, 7-3
MEAC) of BethuneCookman College
The Lady Wildcats defeated the Lady Aggies 3-1 (3020, 30-18, 27-30, 30-21) on
Saturday, Nov. 13, at
Daytona Beach, Fla
The Lady Wildcats handed the Lady Aggies their
18thloss of the season and
fourth loss in conference.
The Lady Aggies gave the
Lady Wildcats all they could
handle in this duel. Arlene
Mitchell led the way for the
Lady Aggies posting 23
kills. Chatman had 39
assists. Leinitia Williams

had nine and Krystal
Cooper also added eight
kills.
The Lady Wildcats had

multiple player attacking
the Lady Aggies.

Irie Cormier contributed
17 kills for the Lady
Wildcats. Teammates
Vonetta Simpson and
Melissa Sanders each added
to the attack with 12 kills
each. Megan Myers had a
blistering game with 45
assists, helping the Lady
Wildcats alleviate constant
pressure via the Lady
Aggies.
The Lady Aggies will play
in the MEAC tournament on
Nov. 18-20 at the
Greensboro Sportsplex in
Greensboro, N.C.
A&T will face against
Delaware State on Friday,
Nov. 19 at 12:30 p.m.

After two years on the job,
A&T has fired Charlie Davis
as Athletic Director on
Friday, Nov. 12.
Renick, Davis and the athlethics' department could
not reach for comment but
Renick send a press release
about the dismissal.
"It is time for the N.C.
A&T Athletics Department
to move toward new directions in keeping with the
university's overall vision,
mission and goals," said
Chancellor James Renick
"Effective immediately,
due to personal change,
Reginald E. Wade, assistant
vice chancellor for business
services, will be interim athletics director for the next
few months," Renick added,
A&T will be searching
nationwide for a new athletic director and will be led by
Leonora Bryant, assistant to
chancellor.
Since the dismissal of
Davis, the school owes
Davis $160,000 from his con-

tract.

Davis was the athlethic
director at Bowie State
University before coming to
A&T in August 2000.
Under his time, Davis
hired new head coaches in
football, men's basketball,
women's bowling, cheerleading and volleyball.
He helped brought in current football head coach
George Small, who led the
team to a MEAC conference
title and a NCAA I-AA playoff berth.
Davis was appointed as
the Athletic Director on Oct.
of 2002. Davis fired longtime football head coach Bill
Hayes and men's basketball
head coach Curtis Hunter.
Davis graduated from
Wake Forest University in
1971. He was the first
African-American to be
named ACC Player of the
Year in 1971.
Davis holds the school
record for most points in a
game with 51. He was
named to the ACC 50th
Anniversary Men's
Basketball Team.

Timeline

2002 - Hired as new A&T
Athletics Director
2002 Fired former football head coach Bill Hayes
2003 - Fired former men's
basketball head coach Curtis
Hunter
2003 - Fired former volleyball head coach Kathy
Roulech??
2003 - Hired Millicent
Sylvan as head volleyball
coach.
2003 - Hired George
Small as football head
coach.
2003 Hired men's basketball head coach Jerry Eaves.
2004 - Hired Courtney
Stith as bowling head coach
2004 Fired as A&T
Athletic Director.

-

-

Accomplishements

Bowling - Won 2002-2003
MEAC Bowling title

-

Football Won 2003
MEAC title and played first
Division I-A game against
Wake Forest.

A&T lose first MEAC
bowling title in four years
By

Harlod Chairs

Contributor
N.C. A&T lost their first
MEAC crown in four years
on Nov. 12-13 in Laurel, Md.
The Lady Aggies placed
fourth in the tournament. In
only their third year, the
Lady Wildcats of BethuneCookman won their first
MEAC title.
The Lady Aggies have had
an injury plagued year.
"Unexpected injuries really hurt us in the tournament. Bethune deserved to
win they were best," A&T
head coach Courtney Stith
said. "We played the best.
we could and I am proud of
the girls."
The Lady Aggies were led
by senior Michelle Hanna
with 1661 total pins.
"Michelle was a bright
spot in our lost," coach Stith
said. "She started off slow
but now she is peaking at
the right time."

Junior Jamie Brunyard

and senior Amanda
Richardson also had strong

performance with Brunyard
scoring 1644 total pins and
Richardson scoring 1630
total pins
The Lady Aggies missed
Hiliary Cox this past weekend. Cox is still favoring an
injury that sidelined her all

season.

"We have a good core of
people all we need is that
player that will give us the
edge and Hilary is that per-

son that can do that for us,"
Stith said. "When Hilary
(Cox) comes back in
December we will be one of
the top teams in the country."
With the emergence of
Bethune-Cookman as
MEAC Champions, all is not
lost for Lady Aggies.
"We plan to play a total of
15 tournaments, 12 of them
are NCAA events and three
are college bowling events,"
Stith said. "We can still continue on our goal of making
it to the national championships. With our strength
of schedule, we can still get
a bid."
With Bethune-Cookman

•

and Maryland-Eastern
Shore raising their level of
competition in the conference, the MEAC is now.
more competitive
"The MEAC now is
becoming highly competitive it helps us gain exposure and help programs
grow," Stith said. "With the
same two teams competing
every year it lowered our
conference but with other
teams becoming competitive
it will bring recognition to
the conference."
The Lady Aggies are hosting the Aggie Women's
NCAA Invitational this
weekend on Nov. 20-21
from 9:00-2:30 on Saturday
from 8:15-2:00 on Sunday.
The tournament will be
held at AMF All-Star Lanes
on Holden Road. The event
will have 19 teams coming
out and it will be one of the
largest NCAA events this
year.

Former Aggie star
now turns to coaching
By Gregory Bond

Sports Editor

When former Aggie offensive lineman Kareem

Sanders finished his senior
year at A&T, he was not
ready to give up the game
of football. Sanders is still
participating in football
right now. This time, he is
on the sidelines instead on
the field.
Sanders is now the offensive line coach at Dudley
High School in Greensboro,
N.C.
Dudley came off of a 35-0
victory over Triton High on
Friday, Nov. 12, at
Greensboro in the Class 3-A
Western state playoffs and is
now getting set for High
Point Central on Friday
Nov. 19, at High Point, N.C
Caring for the game has
helped Sanders during the
season.
"It is the love for the game
and the passion for the
game," Sanders said.
Sanders was a first team

All-MEAC in 2002 and second team All-MEAC in 2003
and 2004 during his playing
years at A&T.
He was first team Black
College All-American in
2002 and second team in
2003. Sanders also was on
the I-AA All-American second team in 2002 and 2003.
With all of his playing
experience he had as an AllStar at A&T, Sanders found
out it was difficult to be a
coach.
"It is a difficult job and
coaching is time consuming," Sanders said.
Even though it was difficult at first, it was simple for
Sanders to get used to.
"It is all about knowing
the game," Sanders said. "I
am what you call an old
head. I have learned the
game a long time. Some of
my past coaches helped as a
first year coach."
Some of the coaching staff
at Dudley has seen the
impact of Sanders' influence
into the team.
"He brings a lot," Dudley

High School head coach
Steve Davis said. "He just
finished at A&T. He brings
knowledge to the game."
Sanders have helped some
of the offensive players
reach some of their goals.
Michael Hayes and Jermaine
Faison, both seniors, were
selected to the Piedmont
Triad All-Conference.
Both players are being
recruited by a number of
teams. Having an impact
on a player's dream brings
out a lot of feeling.
"When you see yourself
helping others, it makes you
feel good," Sanders said.
Sanders helping the young
football players with their
technique and skill helped
him to be respected by
them.
"I think they like him as a
coach" Davis said. "They
like him for what he teaches."
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Aggies drops three in NBAC Classic
closer than eight points during the rest of the contest.
Duquesne out rebounded
the undersized Aggies 47-31
and out shot them as well.
The Dukes shot an outstanding 47.5 percent from
the floor to the Aggies 35.6

By

Julius McKinley
Arts &Entertainment Editor

In their first outing of the
2004-05-basketball season,
the NC A&T Men's basketball team lost three straight
in the NABC Classic held in
Albuquerque, N.M. on Nov.
12-15.
In their first game of the
season, the Aggies lost 75-59
to the host team New
Mexico. The Lobos broke
the game open early in the
second half holding the
Aggies scoreless after a freethrow attempt made by
Aggie guard Sean Booker.
The Aggies scoring
drought ended with 12:17 to
play in the half on a turnaround jumper from Jeff
Alvis
David Chiotti and Danny
Granger each scored 18
points and also helped the
Lobos overcome 26
turnovers. Chiotti and
Granger overpowered the
smaller Aggies inside.
Chiotti hit 8-of-9 shots
from the field while Granger
connected on 5-of-8 from
the floor while hitting 8-of14 free throws.
Booker, the leading freshman scorer in the MEAC
last year, led the Aggies in
scoring with 18 points. He
scored 15 of his team high in
the first half.
"My team performance

percent.

'
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The Aggies finished 0-3 in the NBAC Classic in
New Mexico.
was great," Aggie head

coach Jerry Eaves said. "My
players did a good job. We
did not back down."
In the Aggies next game in
the tournament was a
tough Duquesne team
The Dukes of Duquesne
defeated the Aggies 82-69.
Kieron Achara and Bryant
McAllister each scored 17
points apiece to lead the
Dukes while guard Martin
Osiami dished out 11 assists
as well.

The Dukes started out
slow, but eventually caught
fire by hitting on 4-of-4
three point attempts over a
five and a half minute span.
The scoring outburst by the
Dukes pushed them ahead
33-29 at the half.
In the beginning of the
second half, the Aggies got
within two points, but eventually folded when the
Dukes went on an 8-0 run to
build a 51-39 lead.
The Aggies would get no

TFT over Ice House for flag
football championship
By:

Terrence Hilliard

Contributor
While the N.C. A&T foot-,
ball team hasn't had much
fun with their season, others
have found their fun playing flag football.
On Nov. 11, a flag football
championship game was
held as Tre Fo Taliban (TFT)
took on Ice House.
The TFT won the flag football championship 38-26
over Ice House.

The TFT started off strong
on their first two
drives. The first score came
on a 16-yard run and their
second on an 18-yard touchdown pass. Both extra point
attempts were denied.
Ice House retaliated
aggressively by constant
scrambles by their quarterback Kentavius Whitt

by scoring

which later led him to the
end zone on a 12-yard
scramble.
Qn the TFT's next possession Here Conway intercepted the pass for Ice House.
Three plays later, Whitt
connected with Kedell
Spalwell on the goal line.
With the momentum sud-

denly shifting, Jashawn put

the game into his own
hands with his foot work
leading to a 27-yard scramble for the touchdown. The
team continued with one of
their two extra points.
On the ensuing kickoff,
Eric Whipple returned the
kickoff 80 yards for the
touchdown followed by a 2point conversion from
Whipple to Kenell
Smallwood for the lead.
Jashawn determined to
bring his team back, once

again put the game into his
hands with constant scrambles. With only four plays
Jashawn found himself in
the end zone once again.
In another special team
nightmare Ice House's
Lawrence Wills returned the
following kickoff all the way
to the opponent's 25-yard
line. On the next play Whitt
found James Dozier in the
back of the end zone for a
25-yard touchdown pass.
With only two minutes
remaining in the game,
Jashawn connected the next
three passes until connecting with his most competitive weapon #23 on the
game winning 20-yard
touchdown pass.
"We won straight forward," said Perky for the
TFT.

Not feeling

the rivalry
Commentary by
Gregory Bond
Sports Editor

the regular season and you
know what that mfians? It
rivalry week.
It is time for rival teams
from across America to faceoff against each other for
bragging rights on the gridiron.

It is time for the Aggies of
N.C. A&T and the Bulldogs
of S.C. State to play in the
Battle of the Boarders.
But there is just one little
problem that I have about
the Battle of the Boarders,
why is it that the game is
playing at Charlotte?
One of the biggest reasons
I do not like it in Charlotte
is that the game is played at
a neutral site. It has to be at
a stinking neutral site where
you would have to have a
car and some dough to go to
the game.

Senior guard Steven Koger
led the Aggies, who shot 10of-32 from the three-point
line, with 14 points.
In the Aggies last game in
the NABC Classic, Santa
Clara defeated the Aggies
90-52.
The Aggies were led by
Booker who scored a team
high 18 points and six
rebounds.
Senior Kyle Bailey led
SCU with 15 points and a
game high eight rebounds
to go along with six assists
SCU junior forward Travis
Niesen also chipped in 11
points for the Broncos as
well. With the win, SCU
improved to 2-1.
The Broncos defense held
the Aggies to 24.2 percent
from the field and 4-for-27
behind the three-point line.
On the offensive end, SCU
shot 59.6 percent from the
field and out rebounded the
Aggies 45-31. The Broncos
raced out to an early lead
limiting the Aggies to just
three baskets in the first 12
minutes of the game. The
Broncos led the Aggies by
20 points at the half.

I know that Army and
Navy plays at Giants
Stadium and Oklahoma and
Texas plays at the Cotton
Bowl, but at least those
schools will help the students get to those sites consistently. Not once in
coulple of years.
Two years ago, we played
at Atlanta. The Battle of the
Boarder of the Carolinas
was played in Atlanta. That
made no lick of sense for
two Carolina teams playing
a rival game in Georgia.
The only reason I was able
to go because good old Scott
Hall A and the school
helped paid for the students'
way into the game and ride.
At one point, the school
never thought about helping
the students to the game,
but they heard about the
dorms going so they hepled
out for once.
The Aggie and the

Bulldogs

once played at
each other home sites back
in the day just like
Florida/Florida State and
Harvard/Yale.. You do not
see Florida/Florida State
playing at Washington D.C
The older alumnus are
into the game because they
felt those wins when their

school won and lost at their
stadium.
We however, cannot feel
the impact of the rivalry
because we have to travel to
a neutral site every year.
Another reason why I hate
to have the neural site is the
fact that we have to pay in
order to see the classic.
We have to pay for parking, pay for gas and pay for
the ticket if you are too late
getting the special.
Even Duke and North
Carolina plays at each other
home stadiums and the fans
get into it even they know
that both teams stink in
football
The fear that I see is since
both schools are trying to
make money than to keep
what is left of a good tradition.

All I am saying is that we
need to go back to switching
home game every year
because in 20 years, we will
be the old alumnus and
most of us would not give
two flying flukes about the
game
Keep the tradition in play
or the tradition might disappear.
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Sean Booker (above) averaged 18 points per
game in two games in the NBAC Classic.
The second half would be
no different. The Broncos
defense stopped the Aggies
from getting any production
on the offensive end. The
Broncos limited the Aggies
shooting performance in
only allowing them to hit
one three-point field goal in

13 attempts
The Aggies next game
will be on Nov. 19, against
Big 12 foe Texas A&M at
College Station, Texas.

MEAC sports schedule
this week Nov. 19-25
-

Football vs.South Carolina State, Nov. 20, at Charlotte, N.C

-

Men's Basketball at Texas A&M, Nov. College Station, Texas

-

Women's Basketball at Charlotte, Nov. 19, at Charlotte, N.C; vs. University of
Pittsburgh, Nov. 23, at Corbett Sports Center.

Volleyball - Mid Eastern Athletic Conference Tournament, at Greensboro Sportsplex,
Greensboro, N.C. A&T vs. Delaware State 12:30.
Bowling - Women's Invitational, Nov. 20-21, at Greensboro, N.C

A&T swimmers split
two meets in New York
By Harlod Chairs
Contributor

The Lady Aggies traveled
to New York to face off
against Wagner College and
St Francis University.
The Lady Aggies lost to
Wagner College 105- 77 on
Nov. 12, at Staten Island,
N.Y.
Wagner is ranked second
in the conference out thirteen teams in the Northeast
Conference,

"Wagner was just a
stronger, bigger and deeper
team than we were," senior
Asha Clinkscales said.
"They had a lot of depth,"
Lady Aggies swimming
head coach Shawn Hendrix
said. "We had to exchange
different swimmers in different events but they didn't, they always had fresh
legs in each event."
The Lady Aggies rebounded the following day with a
win against St. Francis
University 121- 76 at
Brooklyn Heights, N.Y.. on
Nov. 13.
First place finishes were
turned in by Clinkscales in
50Freestyle with a time of
26.47 and 100 Backstroke
1:08.66. Andrea Perry also
got first place in 200
Freestyle with a 2.09.28 and

the 500 freestyle with a
time of 5.56.00. The Girls'

at

400 Freestyle team also won
first place.
The Lady Aggies have
been highly competitive this
year they credit much of
their success to the addition
of their freshmen Shanelle
Thomas and Gia Wright.
"We have had big changes
in our recruiting since last
year with strong recruiting
this year and the upper
classmen challenging each
other it has been a big difference," Hendrix said. "The

upperclassmen

are challeng-

ing each other"
"The freshmen are athletically sound and strong
swimmers," Clinkscales
said.
Even though the Lady
Aggies was in New York
over the weekend, they
were pleased with the great
fan support.
"We had a lot of families
that come and show us
great support," Hendrix
said. "The crowds at our
home games have the stands
have been packed."
"When we went to St.
Francis, we had more fan
support than they did with
all the families coming and
support us," Clinkscales
said.
Lady Aggies next meet is

Jan. 28, at the Corbett Sports
Center Natatorium against
Radford University and
Campbell University at 6:00
pm.

THERE'S MORE
THAN ONE WAY
TO COME UP
IN LIFE.
Everybody's looking for a way to make it happen. And
with over 200 careers to choose from in the U S Army,
you can do just that.You'llbecome stronger, smarter
and more prepared to face any challenge that comes
yourway. Find out how you cap become An Army Of
One at GOARMY.COM or call 1-800-OSA-ARMY.

--

Where- Greensboro Army Recruiting Station
When Monday Friday, 9 a.m. 6 p.m.
Who: S£t. Hi Class Foster. 854 8580

Call or Visit

Your Army
Recruiter Today!
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you have priorities
let them guide you as you build your career,
define what's important to you and see
what's important to others.

